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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose 

The document defines the understanding of the general objectives for the creation of 

the project “Exzo Network - innovative blockchain platform -  (hereinafter - the software 

product, System, Platform, “Exzo Network”). The document sets out the main requirements 

for the software product, defines the scope of this product, the purpose of implementation, 

restrictions and strategic decisions on project implementation, agreed between the Customer 

and the Developer. The Software Requirement Specification document is the basis for the 

software product development process. 

 

1.2. Scope 

This document was created and should be used within the “ExzoCoin” project. 

All persons mentioned in this document, to some extent, participate in the project or are 

interested in its implementation. 

This document should indicate only the main functions and features of the product, and 

only those that have been agreed upon by all stakeholders. Functions and features that do 

not have the status of accepted but are only developments for the future - can not be included 

in this document without the appropriate designations. 

 

1.3. Definitions and Acronyms 

SRS - Software Requirements Specification - this document. 

UI - User Interface. 

AWS - Amazon Web Services cloud environment. 

1.4. Overall Description 

“ExzoCoin” project includes two main components: 

 

1.4.1. A web-based application that will provide a platform for decentralized 

cross-chain conversion of digital assets based on 1INCH API. 

 

This application will have the similar design and functionality as the 

1INCH app (https://app.1inch.io/).  

 

The process of interacting with the application could be described in 

the following simplified steps: 

1.4.1.1. Navigate to the swap application from ExzoCoin website 

1.4.1.2. Connect wallet with Metamask or WalletConnect 

1.4.1.3. Buy cryptocurrency via MoonPay  

1.4.1.4. Use bridges to move coins cross-chain 

https://app.1inch.io/
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1.4.1.5. Select the chain 

1.4.1.6. Set the direction of exchange 

1.4.1.7. View the details of the deal (rate, fees) 

1.4.1.8. Set additional parameters (gas limit, slippage) 

1.4.1.9. Confirm the deal  

 

 

 

1.4.2. A blockchain network based on Fantom blockchain fork that will 

provide an ecosystem for creating customized blockchains, deploying 

smart contracts, with full support of Solidity smart contracts. 

 

This solution will allow users to perform the following use cases: 

1.4.2.1. Use Exzo Network official wallet 

1.4.2.2. Use Exzo Network native coin ExzoCoin 

1.4.2.3. Connect with Metamask to the testnet and mainnet 

1.4.2.4. Run a validator node 

1.4.2.5. Run a read-only node 

1.4.2.6. Stake native ExzoCoin and get a reward 

1.4.2.7. Deploy a smart contract written in Solidity 

1.4.2.8. Create a fixed-cap asset 

1.4.2.9. Create a variable-cap asset 

1.4.2.10. Create a local test network 

1.4.2.11. Explore the network for transactions and other on-chain data 

 

1.5. ExzoSwap High-Level Solution Architecture 

 

 
 

Fig.1. ExzoSwap High-Level Architecture 

 

1.5.1. ExzoSwap FE App is a standalone React application. This 

application is built into several js and CSS files and is meant to be 

served from the s3 bucket using cloud front. 

1.5.2. ExzoSwap App is integrated with 1INCH API through a secured VPN 

connection. 
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1.5.3. A user interacts with ExzoSwap App from their web browser using 

Metamask extension (or Wallet Connect integration) for making 

transactions. 

 

1.6. Exzo Network High-Level Solution Architecture 

 

 
Fig.2. Exzo Network High-Level Architecture 

 

1.6.1. A Validator node consists of three components: state machine, 

consensus and networking.  

1.6.2. An application can communicate to a node via CLI. Opera network 

supports auditing by permitting participants to join in post-validation 

mode. 

1.6.3. An observer (or Monitor) node consists of a state machine, post 

validation component and networking component. 

1.6.4. The network supports three types of participants: users, validators 

and monitors. 

1.6.5. Each validating node can create new event blocks. Generation of a 

new event block indicates that the new block and all of its ancestors 

have been validated by the creator node of that new event block. 

1.6.6. The consensus mechanism is inherited from the Fantom’s Opera 

Network and described in the Lachesis Whitepaper 

(https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.01900.pdf) 

 

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.01900.pdf
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2. Technical Perspective 

2.1. Operating Environment 

2.1.1. The System is considered to be deployed in an AWS environment and 

used through the Internet network by all user categories that are 

distributed geographically (mainly - the USA). 

2.2. Design and Implementation Constraints 

2.2.1. Design and implementation constraints for the System and the 

interface design requirements are stated in the Nonfunctional 

Requirements section of the document. 

2.3. Assumptions and Dependencies 

2.3.1. AWS accounts for the System deployment, setting up, operation, and 

maintenance, which will be provided and supported by the Client 

during the development phase, according to the Contract. 

2.3.2. AWS as a cloud computing provider is considered to be the 

appropriate solution to cover GDPR/DPA requirements on personal 

data encryption, secure storage, and operation for the System. 

3. The List of User Stories 
# Epic Role Feature 

1 ExzoSwap Guest View the main page 

2 ExzoSwap User Connect a wallet 

3 ExzoSwap User Buy cryptocurrency with credit card 

4 ExzoSwap User Transfer coins via bridges 

5 ExzoSwap User Select the chain for swap 

6 ExzoSwap User Set the swap parameters 

7 ExzoSwap User 

View the details of the deal (rate, fees, 

route) 

8 ExzoSwap User 

Set additional parameters (gas limit, 

slippage) 

9 ExzoSwap User Confirm the deal 

10 Exzo Wallet Guest View the home page 

11 Exzo Wallet User Connect Metamask 

12 Exzo Wallet User Create a new wallet 

13 Exzo Wallet User Restore wallet 

14 Exzo Wallet User Edit wallet settings 

15 Exzo Wallet User Copy wallet address 

16 Exzo Wallet User Show QR code with wallet address 
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17 Exzo Wallet User Delete wallet 

18 Exzo Wallet User View the history of transactions 

19 Exzo Wallet User View the list of assets 

20 Exzo Wallet User Send assets 

21 Exzo Wallet User Receive assets 

22 Exzo Wallet User Stake ExzoCoin 

23 Exzo Wallet User Vote on governance proposals 

24 Exzo Network Validator Run a validator node 

25 Exzo Network User Run a read-only node 

26 Exzo Network User Deploy a Solidity smart contract 

27 Exzo Network User Create a fixed-cap asset 

28 Exzo Network User Create a variable-cap asset 

29 Exzo Network User Create a local test network 

30 Exzo Scan Guest Main page 

31 Exzo Scan Guest View top accounts by balance 

32 Exzo Scan Guest View account details 

33 Exzo Scan Guest View token holdings by account 

34 Exzo Scan Guest View the list of confirmed transactions 

35 Exzo Scan Guest View the list of pending transactions 

36 Exzo Scan Guest View transaction details 

37 Exzo Scan Guest View contract internal transactions 

38 Exzo Scan Guest View blocks 

39 Exzo Scan Guest View block details 

40 Exzo Scan Guest View verified contracts 

41 Exzo Scan Guest View contract details 

42 Exzo Scan Guest View validators leaderboard 

43 Exzo Scan Guest View epochs 

44 Exzo Scan Guest View epoch details 

45 Exzo Scan Guest View ERC-20 top tokens 

46 Exzo Scan Guest View ERC-20 token transfers 

47 Exzo Scan Guest View ERC-721 top tokens 

48 Exzo Scan Guest View ERC-721 token transfers 

49 Exzo Scan Guest View charts and stats 

50 Exzo Scan Guest View top statistics 

51 Exzo Scan Guest Developer APIs 

52 Exzo Scan Guest Verify contract 

53 Exzo Scan Guest Bytecode to Opcode Disassemble 

54 Exzo Scan Guest Broadcast Raw Transaction 

55 Exzo Scan User Register an account 

56 Exzo Scan User Pass an authentication 

57 Exzo Scan User Manage user profile 
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4. Detailed specifications 

4.1. ExzoSwap: Main page 

4.1.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view the main page so that I could navigate 

through the features of ExzoSwap app. 

 

4.1.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.1.2.1. A user should be able to navigate to ExzoSwap application 

from the ExzoCoin (Exzo Network) website. 

4.1.2.2. The main page of ExzoSwap application should include the 

following elements in the header: 

○ Exzo Network logo 

○ Bridges links dropdown menu 

○ Network selector dropdown menu 

○ Buy crypto button 

○ Connect Wallet button 

○ Language selector button 

4.1.2.3. The swap widget should include: 

○ Refresh button 

○ Settings button 

○ Source token selector 

○ Amount input field 

○ Target token selector 

○ Swap protocol selector 

○ Action buttons 

○ Swap rate and route indicator 

 

4.1.3. UI Design 
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4.2. ExzoSwap: Connect a wallet 

4.2.1. Summary 

As a User I want to connect a wallet so that I could swap tokens on 

my existing crypto wallet. 

 

4.2.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.2.2.1. Once a user clicks “Connect wallet” button the Connect wallet 

widget is displayed. 

4.2.2.2. A user should be able to: 

○ Open Terms of service and Privacy policy pages 

○ Check the “I read and accept” confirmation checkbox 

○ Choose a network 

○ Select a wallet: Metamask or WalletConnect 

4.2.2.3. Once a user selects a wallet the corresponding web3 app 

widget is displayed. 

4.2.2.4. A user selects an account and confirms the connection 

4.2.2.5. Once the connection is successful the account alias and 

wallet balance is displayed in the header. 

 

4.2.3. UI Design 
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4.3. ExzoSwap: Buy cryptocurrency with a credit 

card 

4.3.1. Summary 

As a User I want to buy cryptocurrency with a credit card so that I 

could convert fiat to crypto. 

 

4.3.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.3.2.1. Upon clicking on the Buy Crypto button a user should be 

redirected to MoonPay payment gateway 

(https://buy.moonpay.io/). 

4.3.2.2. The payment gateway allows a user to select a 

cryptocurrency from a list, fill in the target wallet address and 

buy the selected cryptocurrency with a credit card. 

 

4.3.3. UI Design 

 

4.4. ExzoSwap: Transfer coins via bridges 

4.4.1. Summary 

As a User I want to transfer coins via bridges so that I could move 

tokens from one blockchain to another. 

 

4.4.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.4.2.1. A user should be able to move supported tokens between 

blockchains using bridges. 

https://buy.moonpay.io/
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4.4.2.2. Upon clicking on an item in the Bridges dropdown menu a 

webpage of the corresponding bridge is open in a new 

browser tab. 

4.4.2.3. The list of bridges: 

○ https://www.binance.org/en/bridge 

○ https://wallet.matic.network/bridge/ 

○ https://gateway.optimism.io/ 

○ https://bridge.arbitrum.io/  

 

4.4.3. UI Design 

 

4.5. ExzoSwap: Select the chain for swap 

4.5.1. Summary 

As a User I want to select the chain for swap so that I could choose 

the blockchain where I will perform the swap. 

 

4.5.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.5.2.1. A user should be able to select a network where they want to 

swap tokens. 

4.5.2.2. The selection of a network affects the list of available tokens 

and protocols in the Swap parameters widget. 

4.5.2.3. The system should identify if the connected wallet is 

configured for the selected network and prompt a user to 

change wallet settings if the wallet network is different. 

4.5.3. UI Design 

 

https://www.binance.org/en/bridge
https://wallet.matic.network/bridge/
https://gateway.optimism.io/
https://bridge.arbitrum.io/
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4.6. ExzoSwap: Set the swap parameters 

4.6.1. Summary 

As a User I want to set the swap parameters so that I could define 

the direction and the amount of the swap 

 

4.6.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.6.2.1. A user should be able to select the source token from the 

dropdown list and the amount to swap. 

4.6.2.2. The system should validate if the amount of selected token on 

the connected wallet of a user is sufficient. 

4.6.2.3. The system should display the approximate value of defined 

amount of selected tokens calculated in USD. 

4.6.2.4. A user should be able to select the target token from the 

dropdown list. 

4.6.2.5. A user should be able to view and  select available swap 

protocols to be used for the swap. 

4.6.2.6. Each swap protocol item should include the name of the 

protocol, amount to be received, the cost of transaction and 

total amount of the swap operation. 

4.6.3. UI Design 
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4.7. ExzoSwap: View the details of the deal (rate, 

fees, route) 

4.7.1. Summary 

As a User I want to view the details of the deal (rate, fees, route) so 

that I could understand the full cost of the swap 

 

4.7.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.7.2.1. Once swap parameters are set a user should be able to view 

the conversion rate and the conversion route. 

 

4.7.3. UI Design 

 

4.8. ExzoSwap: Set additional parameters (gas limit, 

slippage) 

4.8.1. Summary 

As a User I want to set additional parameters (gas limit, slippage) so 

that I could optimize transaction cost and rate 

 

4.8.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.8.2.1. Upon clicking the Swap settings button the advanced swap 

parameters widget is open 

4.8.2.2. A user should be able to set the Gas limit price for the 

transaction: 

○ One of predefined values (Low, Medium or High) 

○ Custom value 

4.8.2.3. A user should be able to set the Slippage tolerance value for 

the transaction: 

○ One of predefined values 

○ Custom value 

4.8.2.4. Transaction is not executed if it is not possible to complete 

the transaction within gas price and slippage tolerance limits 

defined by a user. 
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4.8.3. UI Design 

 

4.9. ExzoSwap: Confirm the deal 

4.9.1. Summary 

As a User I want to confirm the deal so that I could initiate the swap 

transaction 

 

4.9.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.9.2.1. After setting all the parameters of the swap a user should be 

able to initiate the swap execution by clicking on the Swap 

Currency button. 

4.9.2.2. Upon clicking on the Swap Currency button the linked wallet 

application should be triggered and open for the transaction 

confirmation. 

4.9.2.3. If the wallet is not connected to the application, clicking on the 

Swap Currency button (or if a user clicks Connect Wallet 

button) should open the Connect Wallet widget. 

4.9.3. UI Design 
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4.10. Exzo Wallet: Home page 

4.10.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view the home page so that I could navigate 

through the features of the Exzo Wallet app 

 

4.10.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.10.2.1. A user should be able to open the Exzo Wallet application 

from the website of Exzo Network. 

4.10.2.2. Exzo Wallet app should include the sidebar menu and main 

content area. 

4.10.2.3. Sidebar menu should include the following clickable 

elements: 

○ Exzo logo - redirecting to the main page of Exzo  

○ Home - redirecting to the home page of Exzo Wallet 

app 

○ Wallet - redirecting to the Wallet page 

○ Staking - redirecting to the Staking page 

○ Governance - redirecting to the Governance page 

○ Swap - redirecting to ExzoSwap application 

4.10.2.4. The main content area should include: 

○ Action buttons (Connect wallet, Create wallet, Restore 

wallet) 

○ General statistics of all wallets within the account 

(Total balance, Available balance) 

○ The list of wallets associated with the account 

○ Details of each wallet (Name, Address, Type, Total 

balance, Available balance)  

4.10.3. UI Design 

 

4.11. Exzo Wallet: Connect Metamask 

4.11.1. Summary 

As a User I want to connect metamask so that I could use funds from 

my Metamask wallet inside the Exzo Wallet app 
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4.11.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.11.2.1. A user should be able to connect their Metamask wallet to the 

Exzo Wallet application. 

4.11.2.2. Once connected, the user's Metamask wallet is displayed in 

the list of wallets inside the Exzo Wallet application. 

 

4.12. Exzo Wallet: Create a new wallet 

4.12.1. Summary 

As a User I want to create a new wallet so that I could generate a 

new key pair for transactions 

 

4.12.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.12.2.1. A user should be able to create a wallet by clicking on the 

Create wallet button at the home page of Exzo Wallet 

application. 

4.12.2.2. The flow of creating a wallet consists of four steps: 

○ Step 1 - a user creates a password for the wallet and 

downloads keystore file to their local machine 

○ Step 2 - a seed phrase is displayed. At this step a 

user should also be available to view the wallet’s 

private key 

○ Step 3 - a seed phrase confirmation check. At this 

step a user should confirm the seed phrase displayed 

at Step 2 by clicking the words in the correct order. 

○ Step 4 - the confirmation message is displayed. Upon 

clicking the Access wallet button a user should be 

redirected to the Wallet page of the newly created 

wallet. 

4.12.3. UI Design 
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4.13. Exzo Wallet: Restore wallet 

4.13.1. Summary 

As a User I want to restore wallet so that I could recover my funds 

 

4.13.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.13.2.1. Upon clicking on the Restore wallet button from the home 

page of Exzo Wallet application the Restore wallet widget is 

displayed. 

4.13.2.2. The Restore wallet widget should provide three options for 

wallet recovery: 

○ Uploading keystore file and providing a password to it 

○ Entering the mnemonic phrase 

○ Entering the private key of the wallet 

4.13.2.3. Once wallet recovery is successful, a user should be 

redirected to the Wallet page of the recovered wallet 

4.13.3. UI Design 
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4.14. Exzo Wallet: Edit wallet settings 

4.14.1. Summary 

As a User I want to edit wallet settings so that I could personalize my 

wallets in Exzo Wallet app 

 

4.14.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.14.2.1. A user should be able to access wallet settings from the 

wallet item in the list of wallets at the home page of Exzo 

Wallet application or from a wallet page by clicking the Edit 

button (pencil icon). 

4.14.2.2. Once the Edit button is clicked, the Wallet Settings widget is 

displayed. 

4.14.2.3. In the Wallet Settings widget a user should be able to: 

○ View wallet address 

○ Copy wallet address 

○ Show QR code with wallet address 

○ View wallet type 

○ View and edit wallet display name 

○ View and edit the order of wallet display in the list of 

wallets 

○ Remove wallet 

○ Save changes  

4.14.3. UI Design 

 

4.15. Exzo Wallet: Copy wallet address 

4.15.1. Summary 
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As a User I want to copy wallet address so that I could add my wallet 

address to a clipboard with a single click  

 

4.15.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.15.2.1. A user should be able to copy wallet address to the clipboard 

by clicking the Copy button from the wallet item in the list of 

wallets at the home page of Exzo Wallet application, or from 

Wallet Settings widget, or from a wallet page. 

 

4.15.3. UI Design 

4.16. Exzo Wallet: Show QR code with wallet address 

4.16.1. Summary 

As a User I want to show qr code with wallet address so that I could 

share my wallet address for scanning with a camera 

 

4.16.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.16.2.1. A user should be able to display a wallet address with QR-

code for scanning by clicking the QR-code button from the 

Wallet Settings widget, or from a wallet page. 

 

4.16.3. UI Design 

 

4.17. Exzo Wallet: Remove wallet 

4.17.1. Summary 

As a User I want to delete wallet so that I could remove a wallet from 

my Exzo Wallet app 

 

4.17.2. Acceptance criteria 
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4.17.2.1. A user should be able to remove a wallet from the list of 

wallets by clicking the Remove wallet button from the Wallet 

Settings widget. 

4.17.2.2. Once the Remove wallet button is clicked, the confirmation 

widget is displayed. 

4.17.2.3. Upon clicking the Remove button at the confirmation widget, 

the wallet is removed from the list of wallets. 

4.17.2.4. A user should be able to access the removed wallet by 

completing the Restore wallet operation. 

 

4.17.3. UI Design 

 

4.18. Exzo Wallet: View the history of transactions 

4.18.1. Summary 

As a User I want to view the history of transactions so that I could 

see all the incoming and outgoing transactions of my wallet 

 

4.18.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.18.2.1. A user should be able to view the list of transactions for the 

wallet at the wallet page including: 

○ Transaction address 

○ Timestamp 

○ Address of the counterparty 

○ Received/sent amount 

 

4.18.3. UI Design 

 

4.19. Exzo Wallet: View the list of assets 

4.19.1. Summary 
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As a User I want to view the list of assets so that I could see all 

tokens in my wallet 

 

4.19.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.19.2.1. A user should be able to view the list of assets on their wallet 

including: 

○ The name of an asset 

○ Available amount 

○ Deposited amount 

○ Borrowed amount 

 

4.19.3. UI Design 

 

4.20. Exzo Wallet: Send assets 

4.20.1. Summary 

As a User I want to send assets so that I could transfer tokens to 

another wallet address 

 

4.20.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.20.2.1. A user should be able to send funds from their wallet to 

another wallet address. 

4.20.2.2. Once a user clicks on the Send button from the wallet page, 

the Send assets widget is displayed. 

4.20.2.3. The flow of sending assets from Exzo Wallet application 

consists of three steps: 

○ Step 1 - select the destination network (Exzo, 

Ethereum or Binance) 

○ Step 2 - Enter the amount to be sent, enter recipient’s 

wallet address and memo. A user should not be able 

to enter the amount exceeding the total wallet 

holdings. 

○ Review and confirm the details of the transaction 

4.20.2.4. Once the transaction is confirmed it should be sent to a 

validator node for processing. 

4.20.2.5. Once the transaction is accepted by a validator it appears on 

the list of transactions at the wallet page. 

 

 

4.20.3. UI Design 
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4.21. Exzo Wallet: Receive assets 

4.21.1. Summary 
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As a User I want to receive assets so that I could get tokens to my 

wallet address 

 

4.21.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.21.3. UI Design 

 

4.22. Exzo Wallet: Stake Exzo Network Coin and get a 

reward 

4.22.1. Summary 

As a User I want to stake Exzo Network Coin so that I could get 

rewards for securing the network 

 

4.22.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.22.2.1. A user should be able to stake Exzo Network Coin for the 

chance to be a validator, which if selected can earn more 

Exzo Network Coins. 

4.22.2.2. There should be two options for staking: 

○ Running a validator node 

○ Delegation 

4.22.2.3. Delegation staking page is open upon clicking Staking in the 

sidebar menu. 

4.22.2.4. A user should be able to view active delegations per selected 

wallet and for all wallets on separate tabs. 

4.22.2.5. Each delegation includes the details: Delegation time, 

Validator name, Delegated amount. 

4.22.2.6. Upon click on Add delegation button the delegation widget is 

displayed. 

4.22.2.7. The delegation flow includes two steps: 

○ Step 1 - enter delegation amount and select a 

validator from the list 

○ Step 2 - review details and confirm delegation 
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4.22.2.8. Once confirmed, the delegation is displayed on the list of 

delegations. 

4.22.2.9. The reward is paid to the user's account proportionally to the 

amount delegated to the given validator for each block mined 

by this validator. 

 

4.22.3. UI Design 
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4.23. Exzo Wallet: Vote on governance proposals 

4.23.1. Summary 

As a User I want to vote on governance proposals so that I could 

express my opinion on network changes 

 

4.23.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.23.2.1. A user should be able to vote for the proposals suggested by 

validators from the Governance page that should be 

accessible under by clicking the Governance button in the 

sidebar menu. 

4.23.2.2. The Governance page should include the list of proposals 

with the following fields: 

○ ID/Name of a proposals 

○ Start/End dates of voting 

○ User’s votes 

○ Votes rate 

○ Winner proposal 

○ Proposal status 

○ Details button 

4.23.2.3. By clicking Details button a user should be able to access the 

page with details of the selected proposal that include: 

○ Proposal’s name, description and address 

○ Current voting stats 

○ Voting controls 

4.23.2.4. To vote on proposals a user should delegate their stake to a 

validator. 

 

4.23.3. UI Design 
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4.24. Exzo Network: Run a validator node 

4.24.1. Summary 

As a Validator I want to run a validator node so that I could earn 

rewards for validating transactions. 

 

4.24.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.24.2.1. To earn additional fees for validating transactions on chain a 

user should run a full validator node. 

4.24.2.2. Validator’s account should meet requirements of holding a 

specific Exzo Network Coin amount in the wallet. 
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4.24.2.3. The flow to setup a full validator node: 

○ Launch Cloud instance that meets recommended 

requirements 

○ Install Exzo Network build 

○ Create validator wallet 

○ Fund validator wallet 

○ Register Validator on-chain 

○ Create a validator key 

○ Run a node 

4.24.2.4. Detailed description of the installation process can be found 

by the following reference. 

4.25. Exzo Network: Run a read-only node 

4.25.1. Summary 

As a User I want to run a read-only node so that I could read on-

chain data in real time 

 

4.25.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.25.2.1. To read data from the network without the ability to validate 

transactions and earn validator fees a user should be able to 

run a read-only node. 

4.25.2.2. The flow to setup a read-only node: 

○ Launch Cloud instance that meets recommended 

requirements 

○ Install Exzo Network build 

4.25.2.3. Detailed description of the installation process can be found 

by the following reference. 

4.26. Exzo Network: Deploy a Solidity smart contract 

4.26.1. Summary 

As a User I want to deploy a solidity smart contract so that I could run 

ERC-20 or ERC-721 smart contracts on Exzo Network  

 

4.26.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.26.2.1. To deploy a smart contract, a user sends a transaction to the 

Exzo Network containing smart contract’s bytecode without 

specifying any recipients. 

4.26.2.2. After the contract is deployed, it will be available to all users 

of the Exzo Network. 

4.26.2.3. Smart contracts should have an Exzo Network address like 

other accounts. 

4.26.2.4. Detailed description of the installation process can be found 

by the following reference. 

https://docs.fantom.foundation/staking/how-to-run-a-validator-node
https://docs.fantom.foundation/staking/run-a-read-only-node
https://docs.fantom.foundation/tutorials/deploy-a-smart-contract
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4.27. Exzo Network: Create a fixed-cap asset 

4.27.1. Summary 

As a User I want to create a fixed-cap asset so that I could issue a 

token with fixed supply 

 

4.27.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.27.2.1. A user should be able to create a fixed-cap asset on Exzo 

Network that are fungible tokens for which the supply is 

determined at the time of asset creation. 

4.27.2.2. To deploy a smart contract a user should: 

○ Compile a code of the smart contract into bytecode 

○ Deploy a smart contract by sending a transaction to 

the Exzo Network 

○ Navigate to the explorer to check that the token has 

been created 

 

4.28. Exzo Network: Create a variable-cap asset 

4.28.1. Summary 

As a User I want to create a variable-cap asset so that I could issue 

a token with variable supply 

 

4.28.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.28.2.1. A user should be able to create a fixed-cap asset on Exzo 

Network that are fungible tokens for which the supply is 

determined at the time of asset creation. 

4.28.2.2. To deploy a smart contract a user should: 

○ Compile a code of the smart contract into bytecode 

○ Deploy a smart contract by sending a transaction to 

the Exzo Network 

○ Navigate to the explorer to check that the token has 

been created 

4.28.2.3. A user should be able to use the _mint function to create 

additional units of the token. 

4.29. Exzo Network: Create a local test network 

4.29.1. Summary 

As a User I want to create a local test network so that I could test 

dApps locally without risk 

 

4.29.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.29.2.1. A user should be able to set up a local instance of Ezxo 

Network for testing purposes. 

4.29.2.2. To create a local test network a user should: 
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○ Install Go 

○ Install build tools 

○ Install go-lachesis 

○ Install the Special Fee Contract 

○ Create a validator 

○ Setup mainnet genesis 

○ Add the precompiled contract 

○ Configure SFC 

○ Create a validator on the SFC 

4.29.3. Detailed description of the installation process can be found by the 

following reference. 

4.30. Exzo Scan: Main page 

4.30.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to main page so that I could navigate through the 

features of Exzo Scan app 

 

4.30.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.30.2.1. The main page of the Exzo Scan application should include: 

○ Exzo Scan logo 

○ Main menu (available from all pages) 

○ Main/Test network switcher 

○ Search bar with filters (All, Addresses, Tokens, Tags, 

Labels, Websites) 

○ Current ExzoCoin price (in USD, in BTC, daily change 

percent) 

○ ExzoCoin market cap (in USD, in ExzoCoin) 

○ Latest block (height, block time, number of 

transactions, throughput TPS) 

○ The number of active validators 

○ Current epoch ID 

○ ExzoCoin transaction history chart 

○ The list of latest blocks (block height, time since the 

validation, validator’s address, transactions count, 

block time, total amount of ExzoCoin transferred) 

○ The list of latest transactions (txid, time since the 

block validation, from/to addresses, transferred 

amount) 

4.30.2.2. A user should be able to add Exzo Network to Metamask 

from the main page of Exzo Scan web application. 

 

4.30.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com 

https://docs.fantom.foundation/tutorials/create-a-local-test-network
https://ftmscan.com/
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4.31. Exzo Scan: View top accounts by balance 

4.31.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view top accounts by balance so that I could 

check addresses with highest balances 

 

4.31.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.31.2.1. A user should be able to access Top Accounts by ExzoCoin 

balance page from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.31.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Estimated number of accounts with total ExzoCoin 

holdings 

○ The list of accounts (rank, address, name tag, 

balance, percentage of total cap, tnx count) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

 

4.31.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/accounts  

4.32. Exzo Scan: View account details 

4.32.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view account details so that I could check the 

info of a specific wallet address 

 

4.32.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.32.2.1. By clicking on account address from any page of Exzo Scan 

application a user should be able to view the Account Details 

page. 

4.32.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Account address with controls to copy the address to 

the clipboard and show the address as QR code 

○ The total balance of ExzoCoin on the account 

○ USD value of ExzoCoin holdings on the account and 

current ExzoCoin price in USD 

○ Other token holdings on the account including the 

button to view the detailed page of token holdings of 

the account 

○ The list of transactions of the account (total number of 

transactions from/to the account, txnid, method, block, 

age, from/to addresses, txn value, txn fee) 

○ The list of internal transactions (same structure as 

above, excluding fee) 

https://ftmscan.com/accounts
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○ The list of ERC-20 token transactions (same structure 

as above, including token name) 

○ The list of ERC-721 token transactions (same 

structure as above, including token id) 

○ Analytics charts (including date range selector): 

■ ExzoCoin balance chart (Exzo Account 

balance chart, historic USD value chart, 

highest/lowest ExzoCoin/USD value indicators) 

■ Transactions (ExzoCoin transactions, unique 

outgoing addresses, unique incoming 

addresses) 

■ Txn fees (used, spent, including totals) 

■ ExzoCoin transfers (sent, received) 

■ Token transfers (including token contracts 

count) 

○ Comments (view and comment) 

4.32.3. UI Design 

Refer to: 

https://ftmscan.com/address/0xebf4fbb9c81b84dd5cf89bc75588e5d0

018501b3  

4.33. Exzo Scan: View token holdings by account 

4.33.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view token holdings by account so that I could 

check tokens amounts per address 

 

4.33.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.33.2.1. A user should be able to view the page with details on token 

holdings for a specific account by clicking on the 

corresponding action button from the Account Details page (if 

the account has no token holdings, this functionality is not 

available). 

4.33.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Total value of account holdings in Exzocoin  

○ Total value of account holdings in USD  

○ The list of tokens available on the account (token logo, 

token name, token address, Symbol, quantity,  token 

price, daily change, value in ExzoCoin, value in USD) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

○ Search bar 

4.33.3. UI Design 

https://ftmscan.com/address/0xebf4fbb9c81b84dd5cf89bc75588e5d0018501b3
https://ftmscan.com/address/0xebf4fbb9c81b84dd5cf89bc75588e5d0018501b3
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Refer to: 

https://ftmscan.com/tokenholdings?a=0xff7f8a0b3232fe3b68ea361dd

ca657c4f7896b43  

4.34. Exzo Scan: View the list of confirmed 

transactions 

4.34.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view the list of confirmed transactions so that I 

could check all the transactions added to the blockchain 

 

4.34.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.34.2.1. A user should be able to access the Transactions page from 

the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.34.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of transactions (total number of transactions, 

txnid, method, block, age, from/to addresses, txn 

value, txn fee) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.34.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/txs  

4.35. Exzo Scan: View the list of pending transactions 

4.35.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view the list of pending transactions so that I 

could check transactions that are are not yet validated 

 

4.35.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.35.2.1. A user should be able to access the Pending Transactions 

page from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.35.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of pending transactions (total number of 

pending transactions, txnid, nonce, method, last seen, 

gas limit, gas price, from/to addresses, txn value) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.35.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/txsPending  

https://ftmscan.com/tokenholdings?a=0xff7f8a0b3232fe3b68ea361ddca657c4f7896b43
https://ftmscan.com/tokenholdings?a=0xff7f8a0b3232fe3b68ea361ddca657c4f7896b43
https://ftmscan.com/txs
https://ftmscan.com/txsPending
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4.36. Exzo Scan: View transaction details 

4.36.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view transaction details so that I could check 

the extended information of a specific transaction 

 

4.36.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.36.2.1. By clicking on account address from any page of Exzo Scan 

application a user should be able to view the Account Details 

page. 

4.36.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Transaction hash 

○ Status 

○ Block height and number of block confirmations 

○ From/To addresses 

○ Value (in ExzoCoin and USD) 

○ Transaction fee (in ExzoCoin and USD) 

○ Gas limit 

○ Gas used (amount and percentage of gas limit) 

○ Gas price (in ExzoCoin and Gwei) 

○ Nonce 

○ Input data (including the functionality to decode) 

4.36.3. UI Design 

Refer to: 

https://ftmscan.com/tx/0xcb27811a2975b19608608107f587c46a085

d6dc1a234aa35725e8f6866fb1ea2  

4.37. Exzo Scan: View contract internal transactions 

4.37.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view contract internal transactions so that I 

could check transactions related to a specific smart contract 

 

4.37.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.37.2.1. A user should be able to access the Contract Internal 

Transactions page from the main menu of Exzo Scan 

application. 

4.37.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of contract internal transactions (total number 

of internal transactions, block height, age, parent 

txnid, type, from/to addresses, txn value) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.37.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/txsInternal  

https://ftmscan.com/tx/0xcb27811a2975b19608608107f587c46a085d6dc1a234aa35725e8f6866fb1ea2
https://ftmscan.com/tx/0xcb27811a2975b19608608107f587c46a085d6dc1a234aa35725e8f6866fb1ea2
https://ftmscan.com/txsInternal
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4.38. Exzo Scan: View blocks 

4.38.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view blocks so that I could check blocks details 

 

4.38.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.38.2.1. A user should be able to access the Blocks page from the 

main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.38.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of blocks (total number of blocks, block height, 

age, number of transactions in the block, gas used, 

block reward) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.38.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/blocks  

4.39. Exzo Scan: View block details 

4.39.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view block details so that I could check the 

extended information of a specific block 

 

4.39.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.39.2.1. By clicking on block height (block ID) from any page of Exzo 

Scan application a user should be able to view the Block 

page. 

4.39.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Block height (block ID) 

○ Timestamp 

○ Number of transactions (including internal) 

○ Block reward 

○ Difficulty 

○ Total difficulty 

○ Size  

○ Gas used 

○ Extra data 

○ Hash 

○ Parent hash  

○ Sha3Uncles 

○ Nonce 

○ Comments (view and comment) 

4.39.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/block/18241801  

https://ftmscan.com/blocks
https://ftmscan.com/block/18241801
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4.40. Exzo Scan: View verified contracts 

4.40.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view verified contracts so that I could check 

smart contracts that have been verified by Exzo Scan app 

 

4.40.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.40.2.1. A user should be able to access the Contracts page from the 

main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.40.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Quick filter dropdown (latest, open source, Solidity 

compiler, Vyper compiler, contract security audit) 

○ The list of verified contracts (total number of contracts, 

contract address, contract name, compiler, compiler 

version, balance on the contract, number of 

transactions, contract settings marks, verification date, 

audit mark, license type) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.40.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/contractsVerified  

4.41. Exzo Scan: View contract details 

4.41.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view contract details so that I could check the 

extended information of a specific smart contract 

 

4.41.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.41.2.1. By clicking on a contract address from any page of Exzo 

Scan application a user should be able to view the Contract 

page. 

4.41.2.2. The page should include all the elements as Account page 

plus: 

○ Contract code tab including: 

■ Verification mark 

■ Contract name 

■ Compiler Version 

■ Optimization Enabled 

■ Other Settings 

■ Contract Source Code blockUI Design 

■ Contract Security Audit 

■ Contract ABI 

■ Contract Creation Code 

■ Constructor Arguments 

https://ftmscan.com/contractsVerified
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■ Deployed ByteCode Sourcemap 

■ Swarm Source 

○ Read contract tab (read functions and their values) 

○ Write contract tab (write functions including inputs and 

Write buttons for their execution)  

○ Contract events tab (total number of events, txn hash, 

method, logs) 

4.41.3. UI Design 

Refer to: 

https://ftmscan.com/address/0x0eca94713829bba13877b7c67a9cdd

9873522fc0  

4.42. Exzo Scan: View validators leaderboard 

4.42.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view validators leaderboard so that I could 

check the most performing validators 

 

4.42.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.42.2.1. A user should be able to access the Validators page from the 

main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.42.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of validators (total number of validators, rank, 

Address, ID, downtime, self-staked amount, delegated 

amount, total staked, status) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.42.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/validators  

4.43. Exzo Scan: View epochs 

4.43.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view epochs so that I could check the confirmed 

batches of blocks 

 

4.43.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.43.2.1. A user should be able to access the Epochs page from the 

main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.43.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of epochs (total number of epochs, epoch ID, 

end time, total base reward, total fee, total reward) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

https://ftmscan.com/address/0x0eca94713829bba13877b7c67a9cdd9873522fc0
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x0eca94713829bba13877b7c67a9cdd9873522fc0
https://ftmscan.com/validators
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pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.43.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/epochs  

4.44. Exzo Scan: View epoch details 

4.44.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view epoch details so that I could check the 

extended information of a specific epoch 

 

4.44.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.44.2.1. By clicking on epoch ID from any page of Exzo Scan 

application a user should be able to view the Epoch page. 

4.44.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Epoch ID 

○ End time 

○ Total base reward 

○ Total fee 

○ Total reward weight 

○ Comments (view and comment) 

4.44.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/epoch/40399  

4.45. Exzo Scan: View ERC-20 top tokens 

4.45.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view erc-20 top tokens so that I could check the 

most valuable ERC-20 tokens on chain 

 

4.45.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.45.2.1. A user should be able to access the Token Tracker page from 

the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.45.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of ERC-20 tokens (total number of tokens, 

token name and logo, token price in USD/BTC/EXZO, 

daily change percent, daily trading volume, market 

cap, number of token holders) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.45.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/tokens  

https://ftmscan.com/epochs
https://ftmscan.com/epoch/40399
https://ftmscan.com/tokens
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4.46. Exzo Scan: View ERC-20 token transfers 

4.46.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view erc-20 token transfers so that I could check 

transactions of ERC-20 tokens 

 

4.46.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.46.2.1. A user should be able to access the Token Transfers page 

from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.46.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of ERC-20 token transactions (total number of 

transactions, txn hash, age, from/to addresses, value, 

token name and symbol) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.46.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/tokentxns  

4.47. Exzo Scan: View ERC-721 top tokens 

4.47.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view erc-721 top tokens so that I could check 

the most valuable ERC-721 tokens on chain 

 

4.47.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.47.2.1. A user should be able to access the Non-Fungible Token 

Tracker page from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.47.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of non-fungible tokens (total number of NFT 

token contracts, token name and logo, daily number of 

transfers, weekly number of transfers) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.47.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/tokens-nft  

4.48. Exzo Scan: View ERC-721 token transfers 

4.48.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view erc-721 token transfers so that I could 

check transactions of ERC-721 tokens 

 

4.48.2. Acceptance criteria 

https://ftmscan.com/tokentxns
https://ftmscan.com/tokens-nft
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4.48.2.1. A user should be able to access the Non-Fungible Token 

Transfers page from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.48.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of non-fungible token transactions (total 

number of transactions, txn hash, age, from/to 

addresses, token ID, token name and symbol) 

○ Pagination controls (first page, last page, next page, 

previous page, current page number, total number of 

pages, dropdown to set the number of records to 

show per page) 

4.48.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/tokentxns-nft  

4.49. Exzo Scan: View charts and stats 

4.49.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to view charts and stats so that I could get visual 

insights on blockchain data 

 

4.49.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.49.2.1. A user should be able to access the Exzo Network Charts & 

Statistics page from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.49.2.2. The page should include the preview images for the following 

charts: 

○ Daily Transactions Chart 

○ ERC-20 Daily Token Transfer Chart 

○ Unique Addresses Chart 

○ Average Block Size Chart 

○ Average Block Time Chart 

○ Average Gas Price Chart 

○ Daily Gas Used Chart 

○ Block Count and Rewards Chart 

○ Network Pending Transactions Chart 

○ Network Transaction Fee Chart 

○ Network Utilization Chart 

○ Verified Contracts Chart 

4.49.2.3. Upon clicking on a chart preview image the page with the 

selected chart is open 

4.49.2.4. A user should be able to print the chart and/or download it in 

various file formats (png, jpeg, pdf, svg, csv) 

4.49.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/charts  

4.50. Exzo Scan: View top statistics 

4.50.1. Summary 

https://ftmscan.com/tokentxns-nft
https://ftmscan.com/charts
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As a Guest I want to view top statistics so that I could check selected 

highlights from blockchain data 

 

4.50.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.50.2.1. A user should be able to access the Top Statistics page from 

the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.50.2.2. The page should include: 

○ The list of top EXZO senders (Rank, Address, Total 

Amount Sent, Percentage) 

○ The list of top EXZO receivers (Rank, Address, Total 

Amount Received, Percentage) 

○ Top Txn Count Sent (Rank, Address, Total Txn, 

Percentage) 

○ Top Txn Count Received (Rank, Address, Total Txn, 

Percentage) 

○ Top Tokens by Unique Senders (Rank, Token Name, 

Unique Senders) 

○ Top Tokens by Unique Receivers (Rank, Token 

Name, Unique Receivers) 

○ Top Tokens by Total Uniques (Rank, Token Name, 

Total Uniques) 

○ Top Tokens by Txn Count (Tag Cloud, Rank, Token 

Name, Txn Count) 

○ Top Accounts by Gas Used (Pie Chart, Rank, 

Address, Gas Used) 

○ Top Accounts by Txn Count  (Pie Chart, Rank, 

Address, Txn Count) 

4.50.2.3. A user should be able to switch between 24 Hours, 3 Days 

and 7 Days statistics period for all data sets. 

4.50.2.4. The Overview tab should include the top ranked address from 

each data set with the value. 

4.50.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/topstat#Overview  

4.51. Exzo Scan: Developer APIs 

4.51.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to developer apis so that I could get information 

about available API endpoints and methods 

 

4.51.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.51.2.1. A user should be able to access the Developers API page 

from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.51.2.2. The page should include the API reference for the following 

methods: 

○ Get EXZO Balance for a single Address 

https://ftmscan.com/topstat#Overview
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○ Get EXZO Balance for multiple Addresses in a single 

call 

○ Get a list of 'Normal' Transactions By Address 

○ Get a list of "ERC-20 - Token Transfer Events" by 

Address 

○ Get a list of "ERC721 - Token Transfer Events" by 

Address 

○ Get list of Blocks Validated by Address 

○ Get Contract ABI for Verified Contract Source Codes 

○ Get Contract Source Code for Verified Contract 

Source Codes 

○ Get ERC20-Token TotalSupply by ContractAddress 

○ Get ERC20-Token Account Balance for 

TokenContractAddress 

○ Get Total Supply of EXZO on the Exzo Network 

○ Get Validators list on the Exzo Network 

○ EXZO RPC Nodes 

4.51.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/apis  

4.52. Exzo Scan: Verify contract 

4.52.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to verify a contract so that I could verify the 

contract that was deployed to the main or test network 

 

4.52.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.52.2.1. After deploying the smart contract a user should be able to 

verify it. 

4.52.2.2. A user should be able to access the Verify & Publish Contract 

Source Code page from the main menu of Exzo Scan 

application. 

4.52.2.3. In order to verify the code of a smart contract a user should: 

○ enter the address of the deployed smart contract 

○ select compiler type from the dropdown 

○ select open source license type 

○ agree to the terms of service 

○ enter the source code of the smart contract 

○ enter the ABI encoded parameters of deployment 

4.52.2.4. The Exzo Scan application should verify the code of the smart 

contract and display errors if any. 

4.52.2.5. Once the contract is successfully verified the verification mark 

is added on the page of the smart contract. 

4.52.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/verifyContract  

https://ftmscan.com/apis
https://ftmscan.com/verifyContract
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4.53. Exzo Scan: Bytecode to Opcode Disassemble 

4.53.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to bytecode to opcode disassemble so that I could 

decode the low level Contract ByteCodes to Opcodes 

 

4.53.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.53.2.1. A user should be able to disassemble the bytecode to opcode 

at the  Bytecode to Opcode Disassembler page that should 

be accessible from the main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.53.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Bytecode input field 

○ Decode button 

4.53.2.3. If the decoding is successful, the opcode is displayed on the 

page. Otherwise the error message is displayed with the 

description of the error. 

4.53.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/opcode-tool  

4.54. Exzo Scan: Broadcast Raw Transaction 

4.54.1. Summary 

As a Guest I want to broadcast raw transaction so that I could paste 

a Signed Raw Transaction in hex format and broadcast it over the 

Exzo Network 

 

4.54.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.54.2.1. A user should be able to send a transaction via Broadcast 

Raw Transaction page that should be accessible from the 

main menu of Exzo Scan application. 

4.54.2.2. The page should include: 

○ Transaction hex input field 

○ Send Transaction button 

4.54.2.3. If the sending is successful, the txn hash is displayed on the 

page. Otherwise the error message is displayed with the 

description of the error. 

4.54.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/pushTx  

 

4.55. Exzo Scan: Registration 

4.55.1. Summary 

As a User I want to register an account so that I could get access to 

the additional functionality of Exzo Scan app 

 

4.55.2. Acceptance criteria 

https://ftmscan.com/opcode-tool
https://ftmscan.com/pushTx
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4.55.2.1. A user should be able to create an account with Exzo Scan 

application. 

4.55.2.2. Registration form should be opened from the login screen by 

clicking the Sign Up link. 

4.55.2.3. Registration form should include: 

○ Username input field (should be unique) 

○ Email address input field (should be unique) 

○ Password input field 

○ Confirm Password input field (should match 

Password) 

○ Agree to the TnC check-box 

○ Opt-in for a newsletter check-box 

○ Captcha widget 

○ Create an Account button 

4.55.2.4. Once a user submits the registration form, the email with an 

activation link is sent to the registered email address. 

4.55.2.5. Once a user activates their account by clicking the activation 

link, they can login to their profile on Exzo Scan application. 

4.55.3. UI Design  

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/register  

4.56. Exzo Scan: Authentication 

4.56.1. Summary 

As a User I want to pass an authentication so that I could log into my 

personal profile on Exzo Scan app 

 

4.56.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.56.2.1. A user should be able to login to their profile on Exzo Scan 

application by clicking on the Sign In button at the main 

menu. 

4.56.2.2. Login page should include: 

○ Username input field 

○ Password input field 

4.56.2.3. A user should be able to recover their password with Forgot 

password functionality. 

4.56.2.4. Once a user is successfully logged in, they should be able to 

navigate to their profile page. 

4.56.2.5. A logged in user should be able to terminate their session by 

clicking the Sign Out button from the main menu. 

4.56.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/login  

4.57. Exzo Scan: User profile 

4.57.1. Summary 

https://ftmscan.com/register
https://ftmscan.com/login
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As a User I want to manage user profile so that I could use features 

available for registered users only 

 

4.57.2. Acceptance criteria 

4.57.2.1. A registered and logged in user should be able to open their 

profile page from the main menu. 

4.57.2.2. On the profile page a user should be able to: 

○ View and change profile details (email address, 

password, username, profile picture, profile bio, 

website link) 

○ Manage watchlist (add address, set events 

notifications) 

○ Manage transaction private notes 

○ Manage address private notes 

○ Manage token ignore list 

○ Manage API keys 

○ Manage verified addresses 

○ Manage custom ABIs 

4.57.3. UI Design 

Refer to: https://ftmscan.com/myaccount  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://ftmscan.com/myaccount
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5. Nonfunctional Requirements 

5.1. NFR-01 Operating Systems 

01. Server-side operating systems are defined by the AWS platform. 

02. Client-side operating systems should support using mobile or desktop web 

browsers listed below. 

 

5.2. NFR-02 Web Browsers 

01. The following web browser versions are considered supported by the System on 

the date when the development of the System is complete according to the contract: 

● Chrome - latest version 

● Firefox - latest version and extended support release 

● Edge - 2 most recent major versions 

● IE -  latest version 

● Safari - 2 most recent major versions 

● iOS web browser - 2 most recent major versions 

● Android web browser - 11.0, 10.0, 9.0 

 

5.3. NFR-03 Technology stack 

The following technical stack is recommended for this project: 

● React.js - Front-end development; 

● Node.js - Back-end development for ExzoSwap (v.1); 

● Go - Backend development for Exzo Network; 

● PostgreSQL - Object-relational database; 

● Redis - NoSQL DB to prevent DDOS; 

● RabbitMQ - message broker; 

● Jenkins – Automation Server for Continuous Integration; 

● Git – Code version control system; 

● Hosting build based on AWS. 

Back-end part 

For a backend of EzxoSwap app we suggest selecting Node.js. Node.js is an open-sourced 

programming language. It is used by many well-known applications like YouTube, Apple, 

Dropbox, Docker, and others. Node.js has a simple structure and syntax, devoid of classes 

and type inheritance. It has very good performance, efficient implementation of 

concurrency, garbage collector and it is cross-platform. Since it is a compiled language, 

with very strict types, and it is statically typed, developers have to be more accurate and 

attentive, so the code is neater and safer. We have strong knowledge and good experience 

with this language, that’s why we recommend it for this project.  

https://github.com/golang/go/wiki/GoUsers
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For the backend of Exzo Network we must use Go as Fantom network which is to be forked 

for the needs of the project is written in Go. 

DB part                                                                        

When the backend language is selected it is time to decide how to store the data safely and 

efficiently. And here, the best solution is PostgreSQL. It is an open-source project with a big 

community and support. There is a large list of advantages, some of them listed here: 

● Advanced SQL: Windows functions and analytics, Ordered sets, Recursive SQL, 

Partial aggregates; 

● Performance: Parallel queries, Advanced locking mechanisms, Many different types 

of indexes; 

● Replication: Synchronous and asynchronous replication, Quorum commits, Logical 

and physical replication; 

● write/read nodes; 

● JSON, geolocation, and UUID extensions; 

● Security: Users, roles, etc., full support for SSL, full database encryption.  

All sensitive data in our application will be stored encrypted. In the unlikely event of 

database theft, the data will be not accessible for attackers. We have used PostgreSQL in 

many projects, which has proved its reliability, efficiency, and ability to function smoothly. 

Front-end part                                                         

When the backend and database are settled, it is time to decide about the user interface. 

During the last few years React.JS has become so popular, and here are several reasons 

why:  

● it is the view layer in an application and it does this job well without trying to achieve 

anything else; 

● it works well with the most popular state management libraries like Redux and Flux; 

● it provides its type checking mechanism through PropTypes, so it is easy to debug 

code; 

● components can be easily unit-tested; 

● we can also use TypeScript or ES6 syntax; 

● it is possible to implement asynchronous requests like fetch, axios, etc.  

In ReactJS we can create small, abstracted, and reusable pieces of code with specific 

markup, logic, and styling. It is quite common to create a library of custom components in a 

React.JS project and re-apply those components on the platform wherever it’s needed. 

This makes development and debugging much faster. And what is important in our case is 

that we will be able to reuse parts of code for Mobile applications as well by using React 

Native, which will decrease costs of development in the future. We have vast experience 

with these technologies, which makes us capable of providing high-quality development.  

Because of all these advantages, we suggest working with React.JS.  

Another good option could be the VueJS framework which is lightweight and fast to build 

with. 
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Environments 

We offer to have 4 environments: Production, Staging, Test, Development.  

The deployment automation process with continuous integration can be implemented by 

using Jenkins, Docker. Automatic backups will make the system safe and durable.  

5.4. NFR-04 Localization 

01. The System should be localized to work in the legal field of US and support the 

following languages: 

● English 

 

5.5. NFR-05 Performance 

01. ExzoCoin platform will serve: 

● 10000-50000 visitors per day maximum 

● 5000-20000 visitors per day on average 

5.6. NFR-06 Security 

01. GDPR requirements should be covered from the point of personal data protection 

and must be covered by AWS infrastructure (RDS) from the data storage side, by requesting 

the user’s consent on personal data processing. 

02. The System should protect its functions from execution by unauthenticated users, 

except for explicitly defined public operations (authentication, i.e.), both from the UI side and 

from the web services side (direct service calls). 

03. The System should be protected from common web attacks, like SQLi, XSS. 

04. All passwords that are stored within the System should be stored only as hash 

values to prevent their disclosure, using reliable hashing algorithms (salt, several iterations). 

 

5.7. NFR-07 User Interface Requirements 

01. The UI should be intuitive and based on modern web interface recommendations 

for mass-usage web applications. 

02. UI should contain ExzoCoin logos and be designed using ExzoCoin corporate 

colors. 

03. Existing popular UI web components (frameworks) should be used to build the web 

interface so that the users will be familiar with the controls and design concepts without prior 

training. 

04. Every input element and action button should contain a descriptive label and/or 

icon, and hint (pop up) so that the user can understand its purpose. 

05. Input forms and important views for users should contain help instructions with a 

description of the steps that the user should take. 
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06. Users should be able to use the System on desktop and mobile devices 

(smartphones) with different screen sizes (resolutions) and therefore the UI should be 

adaptive and mobile-ready. 

07. UX concept is presented in Figma file (link) 

 

5.8. NFR-08 Software Interface Requirements 

The system must have the following integrations: 

01. 1INCH API: https://docs.1inch.io/api/  

02. Etherscan Explorer-as-a-Service solution: https://etherscan.io/eaas (optional) 

03. Metamask web3 wallet: https://metamask.github.io/api-playground/api-

documentation  

04. WalletConnect integration: https://docs.walletconnect.org/  

05. MoonPay fiat-to-crypto gateway: https://www.moonpay.com/business/onramps  

06. Google Analytics 

07. The System should provide user access to its UI using standard HTTP/2.0 protocol 

with at least TLS 1.2 protection (HTTPS). 

 

5.9. NFR-09 Quality Attributes 

01. Acceptance procedure, deliverables, and criteria are defined in the contract. 

02. During the acceptance phase the System acceptance tests should not show any 

critical defects that do not allow the use of the System within the main usage scenarios for 

the defined functions, although minor defects and non-blocking inconsistencies are possible 

if they do not block the usage of the product. 

 

5.10. NFR-10 Other Requirements 

01. No other specific requirements were identified or requested. 

 

https://www.figma.com/file/trHeqXSvSiYfgAJm6bZSzs/Eczocoin-Uniqsoft?node-id=0%3A1
https://docs.1inch.io/api/
https://etherscan.io/eaas
https://metamask.github.io/api-playground/api-documentation
https://metamask.github.io/api-playground/api-documentation
https://docs.walletconnect.org/
https://www.moonpay.com/business/onramps

